
Disclaimer and Cookies

The use of this website is subject to the following conditions and limitations. 

By viewing this site and using the information provided on it, you agree to be bound to our 
terms and conditions.

Disclaimer

General

The website www.LogerenindeLinie.nl is managed by Logeren in de Linie, also for the benefit
of its affiliated companies. Reference to this website is not permitted without prior written 
permission from Logeren in de Linie.

Information

The data on this website are intended for general information and can be changed without 
further notice. When constructing and maintaining this website, Logeren in de Linie takes 
great care into account, nevertheless Logeren in de Linie does not guarantee the accuracy, 
completeness and topicality of the offered information. You cannot derive any rights from 
the content of the website (s) and the information provided on it.

Linked sites

In addition to references to websites of companies affiliated with Logeren in de Linie, the 
Logeren in de Linie website also refers to information, products and services from third 
parties. This does not mean that by this reference to information, products and services of 
third parties, Logeren in de Linie is responsible for the content of these sites, nor that these 
sites are connected to Logeren in de Linie. The use of the information, products and services 
provided by third parties is entirely at your own risk.

Intellectual ownership

Logeren in de Linie retains or has claims to all rights, such as copyrights, patents and 
trademark rights with regard to the information on this website (including texts, designs, 
graphic material and logos). Apart from downloading and printing the information for non-
commercial, informational and personal purposes, it is not allowed to use, reproduce, edit or
in any way distribute or publish the content or design of this website without the explicit 
written permission of Logeren in de Linie.

Liability

Logeren in de Linie, its officials, employees or representatives, is under no circumstances 
liable for loss, damage or costs in any form whatsoever arising from the information or use 
of this website or other linked websites.

Logeren in de Linie does not, in particular, accept any liability with regard to defects, viruses 
and other imperfections resulting from access or use of this website, the information made 
available on or through this website, the (improper) use and modification, viewing or 



destroying of information sent electronically via the website - in whatever form - to Logeren 
in de Linie or is sent to you, the loss of data, the downloading or use of software made 
available through this website, or claims from third parties in connection with the use of this 
website.

Where "Logeren in de Linie" is referred to in these terms and conditions, it also refers to the 
companies affiliated with the company.

Cookies

Explanation about the cookies used on our website

Websites use nifty techniques that increase the user-friendliness and that make the website 
as interesting as possible for every visitor. One of those techniques is the use of cookies. The 
websites you view store small text files on your computer. These text files are called cookies 
and ensure that the website recognizes your computer during your visit and during a follow-
up visit.

The use of cookies is safe.

Cookies such as LogerenindeLinie.nl use do not contain any personal data. Without 
additional information, cookies do not pose a threat to your privacy.

Which cookies does LogerenindeLinie.nl place?

We think it is important that you know which cookies are used at Linie.nl and what we use 
them for. That is why an overview follows below:

1) Necessary cookies that ensure that the website functions properly

Certain cookies are required to retain settings or preferences and to make the website work 
properly

Name Validity Purpose
allowcookies 5 years Remembers whether you accept type 2 and 3 cookies 

(see below) or not. In addition, this cookie contains a 
unique number witch we use to prove your consent. 

Default_site 24 hours Remembers the choice for the desktop version from 
the mobile site. If your browsers block cookies, the 
website may be less pleasant in use.

2) Cookies to measure the use of the website

The LogerenindeLinie.nl website collects data for anonymous statistics about visits to the 
website. This is done with Google Analytics. LogerenindeLinie.nl adheres to the privacy 
legislation when processing.

The website uses cookies and javascript codes to store the following data:

 the IP address of your internet provider;
 the browser you use (such as Chrome, Internet Explorer or Firefox);
 from which page you came to LogerenindeLinie.nl;



 when and for how long you visit LogerenindeLinie.nl;
 which pages on LogerenindeLinie.nl you view.

Name Validity Purpose
_utma 2 years Cookies that Google 

Analytics uses to keep track 
of visitor statistics

__utmc Session Cookies that Google 
Analytics uses to track 
visitor statistics.

_utmz ½ years Cookies that Google 
Analytics uses to keep track 
of visitor statistics.

_go 2 years
Cookies that Google 
Analytics uses to keep track 
of visitor statistics.

_gat 1 day
Cookies that Google 
Analytics uses to keep track 
of visitor statistics.

3) Cookies from third-party websites

If you use nifty extras on LogerenindeLinie.nl from third parties, such as LinkedIn, Facebook 
and Twitter, that website will place a cookie on your computer. LogerenindeLinie.nl has no 
influence on the use of cookies of third parties.

Do you object to cookies?

By visiting the LogerenindeLinie.nl site, you implicitly agree to the posting of:

 cookies to analyze usage;
 cookies by third parties.

Do you want to exclude cookies completely? This is possible via your browser settings.            
More information about cookies and how to disable cookies can be found on the website 
waarschuwingsdienst.nl.
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